Introducing PEAK12
An Intelligent Management Center For Schools and Districts

It’s a
breakthrough
system that is
already proving
itself in districts
across the
country.

PEAK12—Personalize, Engage, and Achieve with K12
As the adoption of online learning grows, K12 recognized that districts needed more
than just great curricula and support services to be successful. They also needed a
streamlined way to customize and deliver the right content to their students, utilize
the most flexible solutions to fit their needs and budget, provide a single point of
administration, and offer a consistent experience for all users.
To solve this, a top team at K12 developed PEAK12, the intelligent management
center that gives you and your staff a way to personalize, integrate, and manage
online learning programs. By aggregating all of your district’s online curricula,
content, instruction, and administration activities into a single, unified system,
the PEAK12 platform enables a highly personalized and efficient online learning
experience—one that brings together all of the elements needed for students
to succeed.

How PEAK12 Works
The foundation of PEAK12 starts with state-of-the-art tools, developed by a team of K12 software specialists and
online learning experts.
PEAK12 includes a personalization engine for modifying
courses, administration tools for efforts such as enrollment
management, systems integration capabilities with a
variety of hosting options, and reporting and alerts for realtime program management.
On top of this foundation, we add award-winning online
curriculum. This currently includes more than 170 Aventa
by K12 courses for original credit and credit recovery, as
well as nearly 40 world language courses from Middlebury
Interactive Languages.
The next layer is the PEAK12 Library, which offers a catalog
that can be used to personalize any online course, including
thousands of lessons and assessments from the A+nyWhere
Learning System by K12. In the near future, you’ll be able to
augment courses by using content created by your own
district as well as third-party education providers.
To help you get the most out of PEAK12, we provide expert
implementation and consulting (see pgs. 16–17). And rest
assured, PEAK12 is already benefitting hundreds of school
and district partners.

The Key Benefits of PEAK12
This integrated intelligent management center for online learning eliminates the need for multiple logins and
enrollment systems, giving districts a unified view of student performance. The platform also offers these
specific benefits:
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PEAK12 makes learning
highly personalized,
which can lead to
higher achievement
and improved student
outcomes. It also enables
budget savings through
a reduced cost of
administration.

Administrators can
spend less time in
administration and more
time focused on solutions
for students.

Teachers can personalize
lessons with engaging
content to meet students’
individual learning needs.

Students can take
relevant, effective
lessons, gain scheduling
flexibility, and benefit
from an expanded
variety of courses and
learning options.

Personalization Using the PEAK12 Library
Using content from the PEAK12 Library, you can customize courses to your exact requirements, whether for a single
student, district wide, or any size group in between.
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The PEAK12 content library is easily searchable and dynamic,
allowing staff to modify existing courses or build a completely
new course. For example, you can integrate any of the 5,500
lessons and assessments from the A+nyWhere Learning System
by K12, whether to remediate or enrich student learning. PEAK12
will also make it easy to include district-created content, such as
documents, videos, and more.
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The power of customization means a teacher can focus on
effective, differentiated instruction. PEAK12 aggregates multiple
catalogs of content in one place, organizes them for fast search,
allows for dynamic course or lesson development, and publishes
it for delivery to students.
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Reporting and Alerts
PEAK12 has robust reporting features, giving administrators and teachers the ability to glean intelligence about all of
their students at any given time through a single, integrated interface.
One of the most powerful reports in PEAK12 is the “Student
Engagement Summary.” At a glance, this unique dashboard
shows you how students—in a classroom, a school, or across
your entire district—are performing in their online course(s).
You can see which students are on target, moving at a slower
pace, passing, at risk, or disengaged. You can also see who has
yet to start a course, and who is new to your online program. This
helps you instantly identify students who need help—whether
it’s to get started, resolve a technical issue, or determine a
remediation strategy.
PEAK12 also automatically issues alerts to your dashboard based
on your role. For example, if you’re an administrator, an alert
may appear showing the number of new student enrollments
that require your approval. The PEAK12 alert system brings your
administrators, teachers, mentors, and other members of your
staff in sync, making sure no action or decision requiring their
attention falls through the cracks.

Enrollment and Administrative Tools
Administrative responsibilities, such as managing licenses, student accounts, and enrollments, are also made more
efficient with PEAK12.
For example, student enrollment follows a
simple, wizard-like process that guides you
through clearly defined steps:

1
2

Choose the
student to enroll

3

Add any necessary
enrollment details

Assign the course
and the section

Once you’ve completed this process, the “My Student Enrollments”
screen presents a highly interactive, searchable, and sortable
dashboard that helps you keep track of all course enrollments
within your district. You can quickly drill down into the details
you need, including the date range a course has been assigned
to a student, the last time a student logged in to the course,
and each student’s current test scores. You even have one-click
access to e-mail a student, teacher, or mentor directly.
Plus, you can export any report into Excel or save it as a PDF, in
order to easily share with staff, parents, and individual students.
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Integration
Because PEAK12 is designed as an open platform, it will soon help bring together systems in your district that don’t
currently “talk” to one another.
This may include your Student Information System (SIS),
Learning Management System (LMS), and other systems
you may use, such as an analytics program. The open
structure also gives you many flexible options for growing
and evolving new learning models across your district.

SIS

LMS

No matter which systems you use now and in the future,
PEAK12 can help you access data from all of them under
one umbrella, through one single login and one combined
interface. The efficiencies this creates for your district are
immeasurable—opening up more time for your teachers to
teach and your students to learn.
Other
District
Systems

Every step of the way, your administrators will have multiple
tools at their fingertips in order to check student progress,
pinpoint exact areas of need, and celebrate success.

Online Learning Solutions from a Trusted Partner
K provides schools and districts access to over a decade of expertise in research-based
12

online learning, including curriculum development, instruction, assessment, school
management, and educator support. K¹² has partnered with over 2,000 districts in all 50
states. For more information on K¹² learning solutions, call us toll free or visit us online.

CALL 866.912.8588
WEB K12.com/educators
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